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Organic chemistry laboratory notebook

Guidelines for the experience of laboratory notebooks in performing standard organic laboratory procedures is essential for the development of good organic chemistry laboratory skills. However, learning how to properly document experimental results is also very important. Documentation of the results
requires the maintenance of a detailed laboratory research notebook. It is generally accepted that such a research notebook is necessary for the documentation of the work of any scientist. For example, an industrial research notebook is the legal basis for defending and obtaining patents. A research
notebook should be a permanent, original and honest scientific record of all observations made and data obtained while working in the laboratory. General instructions. Hayden McNeil Student Lab notebook (available in library) is required. (An equivalent lab notebook with carbon-free duplicate pages is
also acceptable.) Make sure that the back cover flap is placed between the set of pages on which the entry is made and the next original page. Duplicate yellow copies are booted and become the instructor at the required times throughout the semester. Important Do and Do Not Use Ink. The laboratory
register must be permanent and pencil is therefore unacceptable. Label the notebook completely with all the information relevant to the course on the table of contents page. Keep the table of contents up to date. Do not use non-rough page backups Do not waste time being too clean. If you make a
mistake, cross it out with one or two lines and continue (the original entry must be readable). Never record data on a loose sheet of paper first with the plan to copy it to the notebook later. Never delete any input, use Whiteout, or rip any white page. Make sure that each page is dated and identified with
your name, course information, and the course and number of the experiment. Format. The notebook entries for each experiment should be divided into two sections, (1) the Pre-laboratory Plan and (2) the Journal in the laboratory. Each of these parts must be done on its own separate page(s). Do not
start the journal in the lab on the same page that ends the pre-lab plan. Pre-laboratory plan- It will be completed before the start of each new experiment and delivered (yellow leaves) at the beginning of the laboratory period during which the experiment will begin. This section consists of the following:
Experiment Number and Title References: Provide the title, author, and page numbers of all materials Used. Purpose: In two or three sentences describe the experiment in more detail than the title conveys. Indicate exactly what will be done and how the results will be evaluated. Structures and balanced
chemical equation: Give the structures of all the compounds that are used in the experiment. If the experiment involves a chemical reaction, then the a chemical equation should be given showing the structures of the reagents to be used and the expected main product. Do not include equations for
secondary reactions or give the full mechanism of the reaction being performed (these will be addressed in your lab report). Table of reagents and products: Include molecular weights, relevant physical constants (i.e. liquid densities to be measured by volume, bps of liquids, mps of solids) and quantities to
be used of each reagent (in moles, as well as in the units in which it will be measured). Be sure to make the necessary calculations of the quantities to be used before the lab. Indicate whether each reagent is solid or liquid at room temperature and whether special safety precautions need to be taken with
it. Also include molecular weight, relevant physical constants, and theoretical performance of the expected product(s). Planned procedures: It should be a relatively brief scheme (preferably in the form of a flowchart or step-by-step list) extracted from the procedure indicated in the laboratory text and/or on
the steering wheel. When a handout provides additional suggestions or prescribes changes to the book procedures, they must be integrated into the planned procedures in logical places (that is, not just grouped at the end). Planned procedures should be complete enough to allow you to perform the
experiment while referring only to your notebook. Include sketches of any glassware you need to assemble. In addition, the sequence should be emphasized in the realization of important steps. Try to anticipate any time delays that may exist and plan a productive way to use it this time. Safety precautions
and MSDS: Include all special safety precautions associated with the specific experiment to be performed. Identify the particularly hazardous materials to be handled and the specific precautions to be taken with it. (Standard laboratory precautions, such as the use of eye protection at all times, should not
be included here.) Find the MSDS for each chemical (if available) and add it to your Favorites list or save it to your computer in a folder that you can easily find during the lab. The idea is that MSDS information should be easily accessible during the lab when you are working with chemicals in case any
questions arise. We'll check at the start of the lab to see that you have the MSDS available on your computer. In-lab Journal - To be completed during the lab and delivered to the instructor before leaving the lab. Make sure start a new page for each new day in the lab. The date at the top of the page
should be the actual date when all the writing was made on that page! Observations and data go in the right column of the notebook page. All observations should be carefully observed - be sure to use enough words to properly describe what you observe. Remarks Remarks always include the
appearances of all materials and starting products. Observations of color changes, odors, phase separations, heat evolution, gas evolution or any other unusual or unforeseen results are particularly important. Make it easy to find data entries by highlighting or placing them in a table. Never record data or
observations first on a loose sheet of paper with the intention of copying it to your notebook later. The data that is recorded should include (if applicable): amounts of reagents actually used (measured) product weight obtained any physical constant that is measured (i.e. mp, bp, refractive index, etc.) file
names for the actual MRI spectrum procedures go in the left column of the notebook page. During the lab you must faithfully record what you are doing while you are doing it. Don't just copy the lab manual or brochure procedure because you can actually do the job slightly differently. It is customary in
scientific writing to use past time, passive voice: Bad - Now I am reluxating a solution of n-butyl alcohol and sulfuric acid. It's been two hours and now I'm discontinuing reflux. Better - I refluxed a solution of n-butyl alcohol and sulfuric acid for two hours.... Better - A solution of n-butyl alcohol and sulfuric
acid was refluxed for two hours.... Signatures: - The three lab partners must sign at the bottom of the last page of the magazine, which means they have read and agree with what has been registered. Our Hayden-McNeil Organic Chemistry Lab notebooks offer your students superior quality at an
affordable price. Our organic chemistry student lab notebook contains crisp, white carbon-free 100-page sets with fully laminated front and back covers and discipline-specific reference materials updated annually. See Other Disciplines Page 2 Stock Image About this article: Createspace Independent
Publishing Platform, United States, 2018. Rustic. Condition: New. Language: English. New book. Please, Read a lab notebook detail before purchasing This lab notebook does NOT support page mirroring This lab book Notebook Interior Detail - 8 x 10 (20.3 x 25.4 cm) - 108 pages -0 .25-inch Hexagonal
Graphic Paper - Premium Matte Cover This perfect lab notebook used for: - Lab Notebook - Chemistry Lab Notebook - Biology Lab Notebook - Physical Lab Notebook - Research Notebook - Back-to-School Supplies Thanks for seeing this lab notebook. Seller Inventory: More information about this seller?
Contact this seller 1. Seller image on this item: 2013. Softcover. Condition: New. 216 Lang: - English, Pages 216, Print on Demand. Reprinted in 2013 with the help of the original edition published a long time ago [1916]. This book is printed in black and white, sewing binding for a longer life with matt -
HARDCOVER EDITION multicolored soft cover is also available, available, high quality paper, re-sized to current standards, professionally processed without changing its content. As these are old books, we process each page manually and make them readable, but in some cases some pages that are
blurry or missing or black dots. If it is a set of multiple volumes, then it is a single volume, if you want to order a specific or all volumes you can contact us. We hope you understand our compulsion in these books. We found this book important for readers who want to know more about our ancient
treasure, so we brought it back to the shelves. I hope you like it and give your comments and suggestions. Language: English. Seller Inventory: PB1111000346324 More information about this seller? Contact this seller 2. File image about this article: Published independently, United States, 2019. Rustic.
Condition: New. Language: English. New book. Take notes faster and more accurately with the School/College/CareerPerfect QuickNote Composition Notebook for: Organic Chemistry and BiochemistryDrawing/Sketching, Doodling, Design, Note Taking, Calculation etcTeens, Students,
ProfessionalsGraph Notebook Features: Size: Perfect size in 8.5 x 11in / 21.59 x 27.94 cmPages: 120 lightly lined, hexagonal grid on one page to draw checmical structures with page lined with university rules on the other for written notes. Grid: Hexagonal grille, with a perfect size for quick sketching of
chemical structures. Paper: 90GSM, acid-free paper, good quality, crisp white paper, non-perforated, perfect non-spiral bindingTable content with sequentially numbered pages to index your work as needed, for ease of use Covert finish: High quality 220GSM soft cover, glossy finish for durability and easy
cleaning. Beautiful cover designFor more variety in grid sizes and resolution, just look for Create on Simply Graph Paper See below other available series options: Simply Engineering Graph Paper - available at: 2x2, 4x4, 5x5.10x10 (slightly thicker lines denote every square inch of smaller squares)Simple
Cartesian graphic paper - available in: 2x2, 4x4, 5x5.10x10 (All lines are of the same weight)Simply isometric graphic paper - available in: 2x2, 4x4, 5x5Simply Hexagonal graphic paper - available in: 1x1; 2x2, 4x4, 5x5Simply Dual Grid and Blank Graph Paper - available in: 4x4, 5x5 (Pages split in half
with white space for mind mapping / sketch/ garezo at the top and grid below)Simply Dual Grid and Lined Graphic Paper - available in: 4x4, 5x5 (Pages split in half grid at the top and lines below for notes). Seller Inventory: APC9781696368377 More information about this seller? Contact this seller 4. File
image about this article: Published independently, United States, 2019. Rustic. Condition: New. Language: English. New book. Take notes faster and more accurately with the Organic Organic Chemistry Quick Composition Notebook for School/School/CareerPerfect for: Organic Chemistry and
BiochemistryDrawing/Sketching, Doodling, Design, Note Taking, Calculation etcTeens, Students, ProfessionalsGraph Notebook Features: Size: Perfect size in 8.5 x 11in / 21.59 x 27.94 cmPages: 120 lightly lined, hexagonalGrid grid pages: hexagonal grid, size perfectly for quick sketching of chemical
structures. Clear white margins around each grid can be used for thepaper annotation: 90GSM, acid-free paper, Good quality, crisp white paper, unper drilled, perfect non-spiral bindingTable content with sequentially numbered pages to index your work as needed, to facilitate the use Undercover finish:
High quality 220GSM soft cover, glossy finish for durability and easy cleaning. Beautiful cover designFor more variety in grid sizes and resolution, just look for Create on Simply Graph Paper See below other available series options: Simply Engineering Graph Paper - available at: 2x2, 4x4, 5x5.10x10
(slightly thicker lines denote every square inch of smaller squares)Simple Cartesian graphic paper - available in: 2x2, 4x4, 5x5.10x10 (All lines are of the same weight)Simply isometric graphic paper - available in: 2x2, 4x4, 5x5Simply Hexagonal graphic paper - available in: 1x1; 2x2, 4x4, 5x5Simply Dual
Grid and Blank Graph Paper - available in: 4x4, 5x5 (Pages split in half with white space for mind mapping / sketch / garezo at the top and grid below)Simply Dual Grid and Lined Graphic Paper - available in: 4x4, 5x5 (Pages divided in half with grid at the top and lines below for notes). Seller Inventory:
APC9781696365062 More information about this seller ? Contact this seller 5. File image about this article: Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, United States, 2018. Rustic. Condition: New. Language: English. New book. Please read a Lab Notebook detail before purchasing This lab notebook
does NOT support duplication of pages This interior detail of the lab notebook - 8.5 x 11 (20.32 x 27.94 cm) Large print - 108 pages - 0.25 inch Hexagonal Graphic Paper - Premium Matte Cover This perfect lab notebook used for: - Lab Notebook - Chemistry Lab Notebook - Biology Lab Notebook -
Physical Lab Notebook - Research Notebook - Back-to-School Supplies Thank you for viewing this lab notebook. Seller Inventory: APC9781720458227 More information about this seller ? Contact this seller 6. File image about this article: Published United States, 2019. Rustic. Condition: New. Language:
English. New book. Sardine Deigns works hard to bring useful, beautiful and aesthetic pocket laptops to life. This hexagonal graphic paper notebook from Organic Chemistry is ideal for practicing and taking chemical notes, and drawing organic structures, molecules and carbon chains.? 160 pages? Large
size 8.5 x 11 inches? Perfect for laboratory notebook of math or science students. Seller Inventory Inventory) More information about this seller Contact this seller 14. File image about this article: Published independently, United States, 2019. Rustic. Condition: New. Language: English. New book. Cool
Sience Gift - Graph Paper Notebook This is a simple and durable daily hexgonal graphic paper notebook. There's plenty of room inside to draw, write notes, make diaries, garentes, make lists, write creatively, school notes and capture ideas. It can be used as a notebook, journal, journal, or composition



book. Notebook diaries also makes a perfect gift at any time of the year, including birthday, Christmas, friendship gifts, diary for mothers, diary for friends or just - to inspire someone you love today! Paper diaries never need to be charged and no batteries required! All you need is your thoughts and
dreams and something to write about. Perfect diary notebook with the size of: 8.5 x 11The high quality papers are perfect for ink, gel pens, pencils or crayons120 pages - a full yearCut of matte for a silky finish what will feel amazing in your hands! Perfect for giving gifts.. Seller Inventory:
APC9781071376454 More information about this seller ? Contact this seller 15. File image about this article: Published independently, United States, 2019. Rustic. Condition: New. Language: English. New book. This hexagonal graphic paper notebook is ideal for chemical and practical notes, IUPAC
names and drawing of organic structures. FEATURES: This lab notebook does NOT support page mirroring! Book size: 8.5 x11 on 120 pages1/4 hexagonsPremium Matte Cover can also be used for mapping, creating and padding, architecture, drawing and sketching, and more. Click the AkiBi Books link
at the top to view other cover layouts and other magazine titles, planners, and notebooks. Seller Inventory: APC9781691971008 More information about this seller ? Contact this seller 16. File image about this article: Published independently, United States, 2019. Rustic. Condition: New. Language:
English. New book. This hexagonal graphic paper notebook is ideal for chemical and practical notes, IUPAC names and drawing of organic structures. FEATURES: This lab notebook does NOT support page mirroring! Book size: 8.5 x11 on 120 pages1/4 hexagonsPremium Matte Cover can also be used
for mapping, creating and padding, architecture, drawing and sketching, and more. Click the AkiBi Books link at the top to view other cover layouts and other magazine titles, planners, and notebooks. Seller Inventory: Learn more about this seller? Contact this seller 17. File image about this article:
Published independently, United States, 2019. Rustic. Condition: New. Language: English. New book. This hexagonal graphic paper notebook is ideal for chemical and practical notes, IUPAC names and Structures. FEATURES: This lab notebook does NOT support page mirroring! Book size: 8.5 x11 on
120 pages1/4 hexagonsPremium Matte Cover can also be used for mapping, creating and padding, architecture, drawing and sketching, and more. Click the AkiBi Books link at the top to view other cover layouts and other magazine titles, planners, and notebooks. Seller Inventory: APC9781691968794
More information about this seller ? Contact this seller 18. File image about this article: Published independently, United States, 2019. Rustic. Condition: New. Language: English. New book. Organic Chemistry Hexagonal Chart Paper Notebook This 8.5 x 11 paper notebook in organic chemistry contains
160 pages of hexagonal graphic paper. Perfect for students and professional chemists at school, college and university to draw organic chemical structures. Size: 8.5 x 11 in.160 PagesPremium matte finish soft coverPrinted on white paper. Seller Inventory: APC9781072361503 Learn more about this
seller Contact this seller 19. File image about this article: Published independently, United States, 2019. Rustic. Condition: New. Language: English. New book. Hexagonal paper combined with the university ruler (also known as medium ruler paper) Ideal for chemical notes and practicing the direction of
the face of hexagons as shown on the cover (ideal for drawing carbon chains). Hexagonal paper is also popular with quilters, people who plan mosaics or tile a floor. Some artists can enjoy designing or garrating with hexagons. 120 pages, 8.5 x 11.Small hexagons measure .2 per side. Seller Inventory:
APC9781081202729 More information about this seller ? Contact this seller 20. File image about this article: Published independently, United States, 2019. Rustic. Condition: New. Language: English. New book. Ideal hexagonal paper for chemical notes and practice Hexagons face direction as shown on
the cover (ideal for drawing carbon chains). Hexagonal paper is also popular with quilters, people who plan mosaics or tile a floor. Some artists can enjoy designing or garrating with hexagons. 120 pages, 8.5 x 11.Small hexagons measure .2 per side. Seller Inventory: APC9781080207275 Learn more
about this seller Contact this seller 22. File image about this article: Published independently, United States, 2019. Rustic. Condition: New. Language: English. New book. Hexagonal paper Ideal for chemical notes and practicing Hexagons face direction as it is on the deck (ideal for drawing carbon
chains). Hexagonal paper is also popular with quilters, people who plan mosaics or tile a floor. Some artists can enjoy designing or garrating with hexagons. 120 pages, 8.5 x 11.Small hexagons measure .2 per side. Seller Inventory: APC9781080205509 Learn more about this seller Contact this seller 23.
File image about this article: Published independently, independently, United States, 2019. Rustic. Condition: New. Language: English. New book. Ideal hexagonal paper for chemical notes and practice Hexagons face direction as shown on the cover (ideal for drawing carbon chains). Hexagonal paper is
also popular with quilters, people who plan mosaics or tile a floor. Some artists can enjoy designing or garrating with hexagons. 120 pages, 8.5 x 11.Small hexagons measure .2 per side. Seller Inventory: APC9781080212903 Learn more about this seller Contact this seller 24. File image about this article:
Published independently, United States, 2019. Rustic. Condition: New. Language: English. New book. Ideal hexagonal paper for chemical notes and practice Hexagons face direction as shown on the cover (ideal for drawing carbon chains). Hexagonal paper is also popular with quilters, people who plan
mosaics or tile a floor. Some artists can enjoy designing or garrating with hexagons. 120 pages, 8.5 x 11.Small hexagons measure .2 per side. Seller Inventory: APC9781080214464 Learn more about this seller Contact this seller 25. File image about this article: Published independently, United States,
2019. Rustic. Condition: New. Language: English. New book. Ideal hexagonal paper for chemical notes and practice Hexagons face direction as shown on the cover (ideal for drawing carbon chains). Hexagonal paper is also popular with quilters, people who plan mosaics or tile a floor. Some artists can
enjoy designing or garrating with hexagons. 120 pages, 8.5 x 11.Small hexagons measure .2 per side. Seller Inventory: APC9781080216574 Learn more about this seller Contact this seller 26. File image about this article: Published independently, United States, 2019. Rustic. Condition: New. Language:
English. New book. Ideal hexagonal paper for chemical notes and practice Hexagons face direction as shown on the cover (ideal for drawing carbon chains). Hexagonal paper is also popular with quilters, people who plan mosaics or tile a floor. Some artists can enjoy designing or garrating with hexagons.
120 pages, 8.5 x 11.Small hexagons measure .2 per side. Seller Inventory: APC9781080219223 Learn more about this seller Contact this seller 27. File image about this article: Published independently, United States, 2019. Rustic. Condition: New. Language: English. New book. Ideal hexagonal paper
for chemical notes and practicing Hexagons face direction as shown on the cover to draw carbon chains). Hexagonal paper is also popular with quilters, people who plan mosaics or tile a floor. Some artists can enjoy designing or garrating with hexagons. 120 pages, 8.5 x 11.Small hexagons measure .2
per side. Seller Inventory: APC9781080771820 More information about this seller ? Contact this seller 28. File image about this article: Published independently, United United 2019. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English. New book. Ideal hexagonal paper for chemical notes and practice
Hexagons face direction as shown on the cover (ideal for drawing carbon chains). Hexagonal paper is also popular with quilters, people who plan mosaics or tile a floor. Some artists can enjoy designing or garrating with hexagons. 120 pages, 8.5 x 11.Small hexagons measure .2 per side. Seller Inventory:
APC9781080769292 More information about this seller ? Contact this seller 29. File image about this article: Published independently, United States, 2019. Rustic. Condition: New. Language: English. New book. Ideal hexagonal paper for chemical notes and practice Hexagons face direction as shown on
the cover (ideal for drawing carbon chains). Hexagonal paper is also popular with quilters, people who plan mosaics or tile a floor. Some artists can enjoy designing or garrating with hexagons. 120 pages, 8.5 x 11.Small hexagons measure .2 per side. Seller Inventory: APC9781080766079 More
information about this seller ? Contact this seller 30. Page 3 3
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